
WARRANTY
VINYL FENCE WARRANTY

This warranty is valid between the original purchaser and Fence Guys LLC. 

LIFETIME Workmanship Warranty
We confidently stand behind our services by including a LIFETIME workmanship warranty on your new vinyl  fence. This 
warranty covers defects in workmanship for the lifetime of the fence. Proper post footers,  proper fasteners, rail locks, and proper 
installation methods. We Follow ASTM standards and manufacturer instructions  when constructing your vinyl fence. Any 
failures as result of improper installation will be covered by warranty. Post footers = 30”.

Your vinyl gate comes with free adjustment for one year after installation. We emphasize excellent vinyl gate installation, but 
slight settling may occur, and we will adjust this for a period of one year. Settling after a few months is abnormal and is unlikely 
to occur.

What to Expect of Your Vinyl Fence 
We guarantee that your vinyl fence will be low in maintenance and easy to care for. Your fence will need periodic cleaning in 
effort to remove mold and mildew buildup. Vinyl fence is a long-lasting product and will far outlast a wood fence in most 
environments. The greatest challenge we see from properly installed vinyl fences is damage from lawn mowers and string 
trimmers, throwing rocks and debris at the fence. Vinyl fence sometimes will blow out in high-wind situations, but the use of 
rail-locks almost completely solves this problem.

If damage arises to your vinyl fence, give us a call. Repairing vinyl fence is usually simple and quick to accomplish.  Sometimes 
the extrusions change, and it may be necessary to replace an entire 8’ section of fence rather than the specific damaged 
component.  

Suppliers
We source most vinyl fence products from the following:

ActiveYards by Barrette
PolyVinyl by Digger Specialties, Inc.
FenTech Vinyl Fence Systems

Vinyl supplies are determined based on style and availability. This is subject to change without notice.  

Voiding of Warranty
Please do not remove our sign from your fence. Your lifetime warranty is certified by the presence of the sign remaining on fence 
as originally installed.

We reserve the right to void your warranty if payment is late or outside of terms.

By Signing Below
I understand that removing the Fence Guys LLC sign from my fence will void 
my warranty. I have read this warranty and understand the terms and conditions 
of this warranty.


